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ABSTMCT

The stress-deformation behaviour of any soil depends on a
number of factors including stress path followed during shear and
its mineralogical composition. In order to determine actual stress-
deformation behaviour of sands, it is desirable that the
composition of the specimen tested and the stress path followed
during the laboratory test are identical to those occuring in situ.
Sands are primarily composed of quartz. Mica is often present in
sands. A large portion of research on engineering behaviour of sand
has been concentrated on quartz and little attention has been paid
to the behaviour of micaceous sands. However, in many projects, it
becomes necessary to predict stress-deformation behaviour of
micaceous sands. This study presents thecresults of tests on a sand
containing various percentages of mica under different stress
paths')

Drained triaxial tests on sands containing different
percentages of mica along different stress paths are performed.
Results of these tests are presented herein. The mica content of
the samples tested are 2.5%, 4.0%, and 6.0%. The specimens are
tested at confining pressures of 55 kPa, 75 kPa, 100 kPa and 210
kPa.

using these test results, the effect of mica content on
maximum and minimum densities, maximum and minimum void ratios,
strength parameters, and volume change behaviour are studied. The
influence of stress path on the strength parameters and volume
change are also examined. It is observed that the maximum and
minimum densities of the samples decreases with incresing mica
content. conversly maximum and minimum void ratios increase with
mica content. Increasing mica content results in reduction of the
value of the angle of internal friction. It is also observed that
the angle of internal friction depends on stress path followed
during shear. The initial tangent modulus is found to increase with
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decreasing mica content. The initial tangent modulus is also found
to depend on stress path. Mica content has no influence on both
axial and volumetric strains. Both of these strains are found to
depend on stress path followed.
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CIIAPTER ONE

INfRODUCTION

1.1 GENERAL

Sands are formed by a continuous process of degradation of
rocks which has been going on since the solidification of the
earth's crust. Solid bed rock is cracked and fissured by internal
stresses, exposed to weathering agents by crustal movements and
gradually reduced in size to become sand. As the sands are products
of weathering and transported by erosional agents, these are
primarily composed of most stable mineral e.g.quartz. In addition,
feldspar and mica may be present in small quantities. The
characteristics feature of quartz and mica only are described here
as this study involves the investigatiop of behaviour of micaceous
sand composing of different percentage of quartz and mica. ' "

••
Quartz is a tectosilicate in which every si ion is

tetrahedrally bonded to four oxygens ion forming sio. tetrahedra and
each SiO. tetrahedra shares its four oxygens ion with other SiO.
tetrahedra (Fig l.la). Quartz is essentially pure Si02, although
trace amounts of Ti, Fe, Mn, Al or other cations may be present.
Because of its crystalline structure, quartz is a relatively hard
mineral having hardness 7 in Moh's scale. Its specific gravity is
2.65. As there are no planes of weakness in its crystalline
structure, it does not exhibit cleavage but fracture along curved
surfaces when struck by a blow.

Micas are of two type; biotite and muscovite. Biotite, black
mica, is a potassium-magnesium-iron~aluminum silicate,
K (Mg,Fe) 3 [AlSi30IO(OH) 2]' It is constructed of tetrahedra in sheets.
Each silicon ion shares three oxygen iops with adjacent silicon
ions to form a pattern like wire netting (Fig l.lb). The fourth,
unshared oxygen ion of each tetrahedra stands above the plane of



Oxygl'ri' tl'trohedron (i) from abovl'
,,' (ii) from thl' sidl'

Fig _1.1b: Tl'trahl'dral shl'l't
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all others. The basic structural unit of mica consists of two of
these sheets of tetrahedra with their flat surfaces facing outward
and their inner surfaces held together by positive ions. In biotite
the ions are magnsium and iron. These basic double sheets of
mica, in turn, are loosely joined together by positive ions of
potassium.

Layers of biotite or of any of the other mica can be peeled
off easily because there is a distinct contrast between the
stronger covalent bonding within a sheet, and the weaker ionic
bonding between adjacent sheets and with the intervening cations.
In thick blocks, biotite is usually dark green or brown to black.
Its hardness is 2.5 to 3, and its specific gravity is 2.8 to 3.2.

Muscovite, white mica, has the same basic crystalline
structure as biotite, but in muscovite each pair of tetrahedra
sheets is tightly cemented together by ions of aluminum. As in
biotite, however, the double sheets are held together loosely by
potassium ions, along which cleavage readily takes place. It has a
formula of KAI2[AISi30IO(OH)2]. In thick blocks, the color of
muscovite is light yellow, brown, green, or red. Its hardness
ranges from 2 to 2.5, with specific gravity 2.8 to 3.1.

Mineral composition of granular materials is the prime factor
controlling their size, shape, physical and chemical properties.
The physical characteristics of cohesionless soils are determined
mainly by particle size, shape, surface texture and size
distribution. The mineral composition is of importance primarily as
it influences hardness, cleavage and resistance to chemical attack
that determine the above characteristics.

1.2 MINERAL COMPOSITION OF SAND FRACTION IN BANGLADESH

In broad terms, there are three major geological formation in
Bangladesh which are important in relation to formation of soils,
Tertiary hil~ sediments in the northern and eastern hills, the
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Madhupur clay of the Madhupur and Barind tracts in the center and
west, and recent alluvium in the flood plain and estuarine areas
occupying the remainder of the Country.

Tertiary hill sediments:

Tertiary hill sediments comprise mainly unconsolidated and
little consolidated beds of sandstones, siltstones, shales and some
conglomerates. They have been folded into a succession of pitching
anticlines and synclines. These are aligned approximately
north-northwest to south-southeast in chittagong and south of
sylhet districts, swinging round to almost east-west in the north
of Sylhet and Mymensingh districts.

The higher ranges in the Chittagong and Sylhet hill areas are
underlain by rocks of the Surma and Tipam formations regarded as
late Oligocens to mid Miocene in age. They comprise mainly shales
and siltstones, consolidated to varying degrees, locally calcareous
and sometimes pyritiferous. Lower hill ranges are mainly underlain
by little consolidated sands and shales of Dupi tila formation,
probably of mid Miocene to Pliocene age. Smaller areas are occupied
by Dihing formation, of Pliocene to Pleistocene age, which includes
pebble and boulder beds along the northern border of Sylhet and
Mymensingh districts.

The sand fraction of these rocks is dominated by quartz(70-
90 percent of total). Feldspar (mainly alkali) and mica contents
are generally low (1 - 10 % and less than 5 % respectively).

Madhupur clay:

Madhupur formation underlies the Madhupur and Barind tracts.
It possibly occurs also on the Akhaura area and the summit of the
Lalmai hills in the east of Comilla. The formation is remarkably
homogeneous in appearance, both vertically and laterally. The sand
mineralogy of Madhupur Clay is broadly similar to that of the

4



Tertiary hill sediments.

Recent Alluvium:

Unconsolidated flood plain sediments occupy the greater part
of the Country. These sediments are far from homogeneous in age,
texture, and mineralogy. They have been deposited under piedmont,
meander flood plain, estuarine and tidal conditions in different
areas.

The Ganges, Brahmaputra , Testa and other rive~s draining the
northern and eastern hill areas, bring in sediments derived from
areas of different geology. In brief, Ganges, Brahmaputra, Testa
sediments are characterized by having large contents of mica (both
muscovite and biotite), while sediments derived from the northern
and eastern hill areas are generally much less micaceous
(especially in the case of biotite).

Deposits of Testa, Brahmaputra and Ganges rivers are
strikingly different from those derived from hill and terrace
areas. They usually contain 15 - 30 percent feldspars and 5 -30
percent micas (UNDP - FAO,1971). But experience shows that the mica
content of the sand may not be so high as mentioned in the soil
survey report of UNDP-FAO (1971).

Flood plain deposits of the Surma and other eastern rivers
are generally similar to those of tertiary hill formations. They
are low in feldspar and mica.

1.3 DEFORMATION OF SOIL

Every building or structure which is founded in or on the
earth add extra loads on the soil which supports the foundation.
This results in stresses being imposed on the soils below the level
of the base or foundation of the structure. The deformation in the
soil occurring due to stresses cause volume changes in the soil,

5



with the result that the structure under goes settlement. The
amount of deformation that will actually occur is related to the
pressure imposed on the soils and the stress-strain behaviours of
the soil.

Contact forces develop between adjacent particles when the
applied force is transmitted through the soil and because of this,
the individual particle deforms. Two basic mechanisms contribute
towards the deformation of granular soil, namely, distortion of the
particles and the relative displacemept between them. These
mechanisms are usually interdependent. At any instant during the
deformatiop process different mechanisms may be acting in different
parts of the soil and these may change as deformation continues.
These deformations of individual particles lead to an enlarged
contact area between the particles and the center of particles come
close together. If plate like particles are present, these
particles will bend, thus allowing relative movement between the
adjacent particles. In addition, once the shear force at a contact
becomes larger than the shear resistance at that contact, sliding
occurs between the particles. Interparticle sliding can occur at
all stress levels, the stress required for its initiation
increasing with initial stress and decreasing void ratio. Crushing
and fracturing of particles begins in a minor way at small
stresses, becoming increasingly important when some critical stress
is reached. This critical. stress is smallest when the soil is
loosely packed and uniformly graded, and consists of large, angular
particles with a low strength. Usually fracturing becomes important
only when the stress level exceeds 3.5 MPa (Bell,19B3).

The overall strain of a soil mass is partly the result of
deformation of individual particle and partly the result of
relative sliding between particles. In addition, if plate shaped
particles, e.g. mica particles are present, bending of particles
also contribute to the overall strain of the soil mass. within a
soil mass, there are large number of contact points. Hence it is
impossible to build up a stress-strain law for soil by considering

6
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the deformation at each contact, although the study of behaviour at
typical contact point still serve as a guide to the understanding
and interpretation of the direct experimental measurement.

1.4 STRESS PATH AND ITS APPLICATION

A stress path gives a continuous representation of the
relationship between the components of stress at a given point as
load is applied to a mass of soil in the ground by foundation. In
most of the cases, conventional approaches i.e. conventional
triaxial tests may be good enough. However in some application such
as retaining walls, excavation of cuttings, the soil is subjected
to shear stresses by the progressive decrease of lateral pressure
while the vertical stress remains substantially constant.

In order to simulate the field conditions, it is necessary to
perform the test on specimen along different stress paths. This
will give the Geotechnical Engineer an opportunity to select
parameters consistent with field conditions.

Solution of Geotechnical Engineering problems require
prediction of deformations and stresses during various stages of
loading. with the development of powerful numerical techniques,
e.g. the finite element method, it has become feasible now to
analyze problems associated with footing, retaining structure,
excavation etc. taking into consideration stress dependent
nonlinear inelastic stress-strain behaviour of soils. However, the
stress-strain relationships have been shown to be highly stress
path dependent. To get realist.ic results, it is essential to
incorporate into the analyses the stress path dependent deformation
characteristics obtained from laboratory tests on specimens
duplicating field condition.

1.5 SCOPE OF THIS STUDY

All problems of stability, bearing capacity, and in situ

7
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stress depend on soil strengt~. The stress-strain behaviour of
soils at stresses smaller than failure stress is also of interest
in many problems. Most of the relationships that are used for the

.characterization of strength and stress-defo~mation properties of
soils are empirical, based on phenomena logical description of soil
behaviour. The Mohr-Coulomb theory is by far the most widely used.

In reality, the shearing resistance of a soil depends on many
factors and all of these factors may not be independent. However,
their quantitative functional forms are not all known. As a
consequence, values of strength parameters should be determined
using specified specimen and boundary condition. The values of
strength parameters applicable in practice depend on such factors
as whether the problem is one of loading or unloading, whether
short or long term stability is of interest and stress orientation.

In the most areas of Bangladesh, the soil below ground
surface consists of sand in which mica particles are present in
addition to quartz. This stratum is used for placement of
foundation. Quartz is a stable mineral having massive crystalline
structure. However, mica is weak mineral and mica crystals can be
easily separated along cleavage plans due to application of stress.
Moreover sand composing quartz and mica has larger void ratio than
that of sand composing quartz only. Also mica has smaller angle of
friction than quartz. Presence of mica, therefore produces
significant changes in the behaviour of sands.

with advent of powerful numerical techniques, it is now
feasible to analyze different Geotechnical Engineering problems
taking consideration of stress dependent nonlinear inelastic
stress-strain behaviour of soil. Use of different stress paths in
the labo~atory enable the field stress changes to be modeled more
realistically tha~ by using conventional tests alone. This helps
the Geotechnical Engineer in selecting appropriate parameter
pertinent to a particular problem.

8
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The purpose of this study is to evaluate the effect of
variation in mineralogical composition of sand particularly caused. .

by the presence of the variable amount of mica with quartz and also
to check the stress path dependency of the behaviour of these
sands.

This study will give an opportunity to distinguish between
the behaviour of a sand consisting of varying amount of mica. This
facilitate the determination of bearing cap~city and deformation of
micac~ous sand depending on mica content. Testing conditions
duplicating different field condition is expected to help the
Geotechnical Engineer in selecting parameter corresponding to that
particular in-situ condition.

9
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LITERATURE REVlEW

2.1 INTRODUCTION

Due to the particulate nature of sand, its engineering
properties are influenced by a number of factors. These factors
include type of minerals, amount of each min~ral, shape and size
distribution of particles, water content, density, existing
stresses at in-situ, magnitude of imposed stress change, stress
path followed during stress changes and the previous history of
loading.

A brief review of available literature on various aspects of
these factors is presented in tqe subsequent articles.

2,2 COMPOllENTS OF SHE1\.RSTRENGTIf

Because of relatively large particle size, granular soils
posses virtually no cohesion. This is because the large particles
have no tendency to stick together. However, tpe strength of such
soils cannot be accounted for entirely in terms of intergrain
sliding friction. According to Rowe (1962), throughout most of the
range of void ratios, there are three components of strength of
gra~ular materials. Theqe are as fol+ows:

(a) strengtq mobilized by frictional resistance..

(b) strength developed by energy required to rearrange and
re-orient soil parttcles.

(c) strength developed by energy required to cause expansion
or dilation of the material.

10
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Figure 2.1 provides a graphical illustration of the mechanism
of mobilization of peak angle of shearing resistance (~m)and shows
clearly the components of strength at different porosities. The
peak angle of shearing resistance is represented as the sum of
three contributions: the frictional resistance at contacts, the
particle rearrangement and reorientation, and the dilation. In this
connection dilation may be defined as the volume expansion of soil
mass during shearing. Breakdown of various components of ~m is
shown in Fig. 2.1. In this figure ~, is the component of ~m due to
true friction or sliding between grains, ~f is tpe component
corrected for the work of dilation, ~m is the peak value of ~ and
~ov is the angle of shearing resistance for deformation at constant
volume.

At very low porosities, the peak strength is reached before
significant interparticle movement can develop and thus for these
porosities the energy for rearrangement is small. At failure,
volume expansion against confining pressure is required to
accommodate shear deformations. This results in the large dilation
contribution as shown in Fig.2.1. This volume expansion depends on
the. magnitude of confining pressure. With increasing confining
pressure, the volume expansion becomes smaller but accompanied by
particle crushing. For this state, ~m is composed of ~, and ~f'

At higher porosities some grain rearrangement develops prior
to failure as particles roll and slide along planes inclined at
various angles. The peak angle of shearing resistance is composed
of ~" particle rearrangement and reorientation component and ~f.

The critical void ratio shown in Fig.2.1 represents a
condition w~ere failure occurs at constant volume. In this case no
work is required to produce dilation, and ~m is composed only of ~,
and particle rearrangement and reorientation component.

11
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2.3 FACTORS AFFECTING FRICTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS OF MINERALS

Horn and Deere(1962) investigated the frictional
characteristics of minerals commonly found in rocks and soils. The
investigation encompassed studies of the influence of surface
moisture, surface roughness, and the rate of sliding on the
frictional resistance developed between surfaces of the same
mineral. The influence that polarity has on the ability of a fluid
to lubricate mineral surfaces was also investigated. In addition,
they studied the influence of moisture variation on the shearing
resistance of homo-mineralic soils.

The study by them revealed that, for the various moisture
conditions, kinetic friction is generally equal to or slightly less
than static friction. An exception to this occurs when surfaces of
quartz are saturated with a highly polar fluid e.g. water, ethylene
glycol, and amylamin.

The frictional co-efficients listed in Table 2.1 vividly
illustrate that the crystal structure of minerals determines the
manner in which the frictional characteristics of smooth mineral
surfaces are affected by moisture variation. Water acts as an
anti lubricant when it is applied to surfaces of minerals that have
massive (three dimensional) crystal structures i.e. quartz,
microcline feldspar, and calcite; where as it lubricates surfaces
of minerals that have layer-lattice (two dimensional) crystal
structures, i.e. muscovite, biotite, phlogopite, chlorite,
serpentine, steatite, and talc. The anti lubricating action which
water have on the massive-structured minerals is the result of the
structural change during the polishing required to achieve smooth
surfaces. The frictional co-efficients listed in Table 2.1 indicate
that there is very little difference between the frictional
characteristics of oven-dried surfaces and those of oven-dried/ air
equilibrated surfaces when massive-structured minerals are
considered, but that a very distinct difference exists in the case
of layer-lattice minerals.
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Table 2.1 Frictional Coefficients for three Conditions of Surface Moisture I.Horn & Deere, 1962).

.:=

Hineral Origin Oven-Dried Oven-Dried/ Sat.urated
Air

I.l~. Equilibrated I.l:-
IJ/ k IJ S IJ k IJ S k ~~ J.L~IJd m m s IJs

Hassive- Clear Quartz N. Carolina 0.11 0.10 0.11 0.10 o.n 0.23 3.82 2.30
Structured Milky Quartz Wisconsin 0.14 0.14 0.16 0.16 0.51 0.27 3.64 1.91
Minerals Rose Quartz Unknown 0.13 0.11 0.13 0.11 0.45 0.26 3.45 2.36

Microcline Unknown-A 0.11 0.11 0.13 0.11 0.76 0.76 6.90 6.90
Feldspar
Microcline Unknown-B 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.77 O. III 6.42 6.42
Feldspar
Calcite N. Jerse)' - - 0.21 0.21 0.60 0.60 - -
(Scratching)
Calcite (N.SI N. Jersey - - 0.12 0.12 - - - -
Calcite (N.SI Knsas 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.68 0.68 4.85 4.85

Layer-lattice Muscovite Penna 0.43 0.43 0.30 0.30 0.23 0.23 0.54 0.54
Minerals Muscovite Brazil 0.41 0.41 0.32 0.32 0.22 0.22 0.54 0.54

Muscovite Unknown 0.45 0.45 0.36 0.36 0.26 0.26 0.58 0.58
Phologopite - Madagascar 0.31 0.31 0.25 0.25 0.15 0.15 0.48 0.48
Phologopite Canada 0.29 0.30 0.22 0.22 0.16 0.16 0.55 0.53
Biotite Canada 0.31 0.31 0.26 0.26 0.13 0.13 0.42 0.42
Chlorite Vermont. 0.53 0.53 0.35 0.35 0.22 0.22 0.42 . 0.47
Serpentine Unknown 0.76 0.76 0.65 0.65 0.48 0.48 0.63 0.63
Steatite N. Carolina 0.38 0.38 0.26 0.26 0.23 0.19 0.61 0.50
Talc Vermont 0.36 0.36 0.24 0.24 0.16 0.16 0.45 0.45

.':
~! ~

, .



Relationships between the coefficient of static friction and
the ambient relative humidity are plotted in Fig.2.2 for specimens
of quartz and muscovite. The co-efficient of static friction of
quartz is fairly constant at low relative humidities and it does
not change appreciably until a "threshold" relative humidity is
exceeded. The threshold relative humidity appears to be about 40%
. As the relative humidity increased above the threshold value, the
coefficient of static friction of quartz increases in a regular
manner until the saturated coefficient is reached at a relative
humidity of 100%. Fig. 2.2 demonstrates quite clearly that the
coefficient of static friction of muscovite is particularly
sensitive to variations in relative humidity when the relative
humidity is less than about 40%. The coefficient decreases in an
almost linear fashion as relative humidity increases from 40% to
about 100%, after which it drops suddenly.

Figs. 2.3 anq 2.4 show the influence of surface moisture
history on the frictional characteristics of microcline feldspar
and chlorite minerals. It is revealed that for both minerals, the
frictional characteristics of saturated/air-equilibrated mineral
surfaces are very similar to those of saturated mineral surfaces.

The effect of surface roughness on the frictional
characteristics of milky quartz is shown in Fig.2.5. The static
friction increases under both of these moisture conditions when the
roughness of the sliding surfaces is increased. However, surface
roughness has more influence on the frictional resistance of quartz
surfaces under oven-dried/air-eqilibrated conditions than it has
under saturated conditions. The result is that the anti lubricating
action of water on surfaces of massive-structured minerals
diminishes rapidly as surface roughness increases.

Horn and Dee~e (1962) observed that the variations in the
rate of sliding for sliding rates between 0.7 and 6.0 inch/min have
no effect on the frictional characteristics of either smooth quartz
or roughened quartz surfaces. The results of the tests performed on
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phlogopite, which are
frictional resistance
studied increases when

shown in Fig. 2.6, demonstrate that the
developed under both moisture conditions
the rate of sliding increases.

All of the fluids increase the coefficient of static friction
of the quartz surfaces (Horn and Deere, 1962). However, the highly
polar fluids (water, ethylene glycol and amylamine) cause much.
greater increases than the non-polar fluids (carbon tetrachloride
and decahydronaphthaleDe). On the other hand, all fluids reduce the
frictional coefficient of mica below the corresponding oven-dried
values. It appears that the greater the polarity, the better the
lubricant. There is an exception in the case of glycol

Horn and Deere (1962) also carried out series of direct shear
tests on loose, fine Ottawa sand and powdered muscovite. They
observed that apart from their effect on capillary forces, the
part~cle surface-moisture variations had no measurable influence on
the drained shearing resistance of quartz. The drained shearing
resistance of powdered muscovite is found to be sensitive to
moisture variations. The friction envelops plotted in Fig. 2.7
illustrate this quite clearly.

2.4 EFFECT OF MICA ON ENGINEERING PROPERTIES OF SOILS

Gilboy (1928) demonstrated the effect of the shape of the
grains on the porosity of the aggregate by mixing various
percentages of mica, by weight, with a uniform angular sand. The
variation of porosity of the resultant mixtures with increase in
mica content, when loosely dumped into vessel, is shown in Fig.2.8.

Typical e-p curves for various crushed minerals and remolded
soils are shown in Fig.2.9a and the corresponding e-log p curves in
Fig.2.9b presented by Gilboy (1928). The effect of the shape of
grains on the compressibility of the grain aggregate is
demonstrated by curves a, band d in Fig. 2.9a. Curve a correspond
to a mixture of 80 % sand and 20 % mica; curve b to 90% sand and 10

18
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% mica; curve d to 100 % sand. These curves demonstrate that the
compressibility increases greatly with increasing percentages of
scale-shaped particles. Furthermore, Fig.2.9a spows that the
average slope of the curve d for dense sand is considerably .flatter
than that of curve c for the same sand in a loose state and that
the void ratio of a loose sand, even under very great pressure, is
greater than that of the same sand ip a dense state subjected to no
pressure.

All of tpe e-log p curves shown in Fig. 2.9b have certain
charateristics in common. Each curve starts with a horizontal
tangent and probably ends with a tangent that is pearly horizontal.
The middle sloping part of each curve is fairly straight. For sands
the middle part is straight from a pressure of about 10 to 100 C "

kg/cm2• The middle sections of the curves for sand-mica mixtures are
particularly straight within the range from 1 to 10kg/cm2•

Moore (1971) performed two series of tests to study the
effect of mica content on the stress-deformation relationships of
micaceous sands and silts under condition of infinitesimal lateral
yielding. Series 1 consisted of mixtures of Chattahoochee River
sand and mica, while series 2 consisted of mixtures of a residual
silt from Atlanta, Georgia area and mica. The results of all sand
tests are shown in a plot of the major principal stress versus
axial strain in Fig. 2.10. In all cases the axial strain increases
at a decreasing rate with increasing major principal stress. Fig.
2.11a shows the increase in axial strain at 100 psi major principal
stress with increase in mica content. As the mica content is
increased,. the axial strain for a given value of major principal
stress increases markedly. The compressibility also increases with
increasing initial void ratio. For all void ratios, a small amount
of mica results in a relatively large increase in axial strain. The
results of all silt tests are shown in a plot of the major
principal stress versus axial strain in Fig. 2.11b. It is found
that, for entire range of mica contents, the stress-deformation
relationships are nearly identical.
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Audibert, et. al (1976) presents the results of a study of
the deformation behaviour of micaceous sands. The influence of
confining pressure, mica content, triaxial and plane strain test
conditions on the peak friction angle is shown in Fig.2.12a. The
triaxial results in Fig.2.12a show that the mica content of the
sand has no influence on the friction angle and that the variation
of friction angle with confining pressure appears to be the same
regardless of mica content. Effects of confining pressure and mica
content on the initial tangent modulus values for both triaxial and
plane strain test conditions are shown in Fig.2.12b, a plot of
logarithm of initial tangent modulus versus logarithm of confining
pressure, a3• Increasing mica content significantly .decreases the
initial tangent modulus, although the relationship with confining
pressure is still linear for a given mica content and follows the
same slope, regardless of mica content.

2.5 HYDROSTATIC COMPRESSIO~ OF GRANULAR MATERIALS

Bell (1965) studied the behaviour of a ottawa sand under
hydrostatic stress. He observed that the hydrostatic compression is
nonlinear but almost completely elastic. Based on Bell's findings
and some new tests. an idealized stress-strain relationship for
sand under hydrostatic stress was developed by Ko (1966) on the
basis of a "holey" granular model. This model is such that under
hydrostatic stress, the individual grains deform and rebound
without permanent deformation and without slipping and rotation.
The grain behaviour is assumed to be perfectly elastic.

The results of hydrostatic compression tests conducted by Ko
and Scott (1967) on dense, medium dense, and loose ottawa sands are
sho~n in Fig ..2.13a, 2.13b and 2.13c respectively. It is seen from
these figures that the volumetric compression, dV varies
nonlinearly as the hydrostatic pressure, p and the relationship is
of the stiffening type. The compressibility of sand is found to
depend on the density of the soil, as represented by the initial
void ratio eo. The looser the sand, the more compressible the sand.
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During the first cycle of loading and unloading, there is a certain
amount of irreversible volumetric strain' which is smaller for
denser soils. During second cycle, the amount of irreversible
strain is considerably reduced, especially for the dense soil,
where all the strain is recoverable at datum pressure of 4 psi.
However, for the two looser samples, there is still some
irreversible deformation when the hydrostatic pressure is returned
to 4 psi.

Thurairajah and Sithamparapillai (1972) carried out
consolidation and swelling tests on triaxial sample of sand under
isotropic stress conditions. They observed that the ratio between
the volumetric strain and the axial strain lies close to the value
3.0, indicating that the material is isotropic under such stress
conditions. Some degree of anisotropy is observed under isotropic
swelling stress. Very little structural rearrangement occurs during
the swelling tests and the volume change is presumed to be entirely
elastic.

"

El-Sohby and Andrawes (1972) studied the deformation

'."

characteristics of sand and other granular materials under
hydrostatic compression. The results of tests on loose and dense
sample of Calais sand are shown in Fig. 2.14a. For both loose and
dense samples volumetric strains are not totally recovered after
unloading. For loose sand the irrecoverable strains are greater
than those for dense sand. In the second cycle the irrecoverable
strains decrease. Fig 2.14b, in which loading-unloading are plotted
from the same .origin, shows that the relationship between the
applied stress and volumetric strain is independent of the number
of cycles during unloading. On loading this relationship depends on
the number of cycles. For any loading cycle, the slip deformation
is the difference between the total measured deformation and
elastic deformation obtained from unloading. For dense sand there
is a small difference between first loading and unloading, i.e. the
slip deformation is small from the beginning. It is therefore
reasonable to assume that the behaviour of dense sand under
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hydrostatic loading is nearly elastic. For loose sand the slip
deformation constitutes a large part of the deformation during
first loading, and its value diminishes with increase in the number
of loading cycles. The relationship between the applied hydrostatic
pressure and volumetric strain for different granular materials is
shown in Fig. 2.14c. Each material was tested in the loose (L) and
dense (D) states. The numerical values shown in the Figure 2.14c
are porosity of the samples tested. The figure shows that the
results for all mate~ials in the dense state, except feldspar,
converge approximately to a single curve ,AB. This figure also
illustrates that although the compressibility increases with the
increasing porosity, the same numerical values of the porosity did
not necessarily produce the same order of compressibility., El-Sohby
and Andrawes (1972) also reported that the compressibility of a
granular materials depends on the elastic properties of its
individual particles.

2.6 STRESS PATH DEPENDENT BEHAVIOUR OF SANDS

Lade and Duncan (1976) investigated the stress path dependent
behaviour of Monterey No.O sand. This sand is composed of
subangular to subrounded grains consisting mainly of quartz and
feldspar. They observed that the strains induced by given changes
in stress can vary considerably depending on stress level,
confining pressure, and on whether the changes in stress involve
primary loading, unloading or reloading. Therefore, generally the
strainS induced by changing the stress from one state to another
depend not only on the end points, but also on the stress paths.

For stress paths involving unloading or reloading, the stress
paths with ,higher average stress level produce the larger strains,
where as all stress paths having the same initial and final states
of stress, and involving only primary loading condition, produce
strains of similar magnitudes. For stress paths with moderate
stress changes, it is concluded that except for maximum previous
stress level experienced, the stress history has little influence
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on the stress-strain behaviour of cohesionless soil. The influence
of stress history on the friction angle is negligible.

Bishop and Eldin (1953) carried out a series of tests on the
medium to fine fraction of a well graded sand, to ascertain the
effect of the stress history of a granular soil on the angle of
internal friction. The various stress paths resulting from their
testing techniques are shown in Fig. 2.15. They found that the
angle of internal friction is independent of the stress history and
of the use of anisotropic consolidation.

Varadarjah and Mishra (1980) carried out two test series
using standard triaxial testing equipment on Badarpur sand. In the
first series, the samples were consolidated isotropically and
sheared to failure using three stress paths (Fig. 2.16a). In the
second series, the samples were anisotropically consolidated with
a stress ratio, k=0.36. The samples were then sheared using eight
stress paths (Fig. 2.16b). They observed that the stress-strain-.
volume change relationships, for both isotropically and
anisotropically consolidated samples, are very much influenced by
stress paths.

The stress-strain-volume change relationships of a) constant,
p. constant and a, constant stress path tests on isotropically
consolidated samples are shown in Figs. 2.17a, 2.17b, and 2.17c
respectively. For a particular consolidation pressure, a) constant
stress path test shows largest vertical deformation and a, constant
stress path tests indicate lowest value. The volumetric strains
observed are more compressive in case of a) constant stress path
tests than the other two cases. In general, volume expansion is
noted for all the tests near failure state.

Krishnamurthy, et. al (1981) presents the analysis of results
obtained from several series of triaxial test carried out on a sand
using. different
that there is an

stress paths. The results presented by them show
unique relationships between T~/a'~ and volumetric
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strain for all compression stress paths in both loose and dense
specimens. However, only the dense specimens exhibited such
relationships in extension tests. In addition, there is a threshold
stress ratio at which large scale yielding and dilation associated
with interparticle slippage occurs. This ratio is found to be
independent of the stress path and the relative density but
different for compression and extension shear.

2.7 REMARKS ON LITERATURE REVIEW

The conclusions grawn from the literature review with respect
to the present study are summarized as follows:

i) The frictional resistance at contacts is independent of
porosity of the sand mass.

ii) The frictional characteristics of quartz and mica mineral
are of opposing ~ature.

iii) Porosity of a mixture of quartz and mica, when poured under
similar condition, increases with increasing mica content.

iv) In laterally confined tests, compressibility of sands
increases with mica content. Compressibility also increases
with mica when tested in Ko co~dition.

v) The compressibility of
is found to depend on

a sand under hydrostatic
the initial void ratio.. ,

compression

vi) The stress-strain-volume change relationships are
influenced by stress path followed.

vii) Angle of internal friction of sand is independent of stress
history.
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CHAPTER TIffiEE

RESEARCH SCHEME

3.1 INTRODUCTION

During laboratory test of a soil sample, or as load applied
to a mass of soil in the ground by foundation, each element of soil
experiences changes in its state of stress. A stress path gives a
continuous representation of the relationship between the
components of stress at a given point as they change. The stress
path provides a geotechnical engineer with an easily recognizable
pattern which assists him in identifying the mechanism of soil
behaviour. It also provides a means of selecting and specifying the
sequence of stresses to be applied to a specimen in a test for a
particular purpose. Use of different stress paths in the laboratory
enables the field stress changes to be modelled more realistically
than by using conventional procedures alone.

Mica originates in igneous and metamorphic rocks, and is
often present in the residual soils formed by weathering of
gneisses and schists. In addition, the material is found mixed with
river sands. Because the mica is plate shaped in all sizes, it
often represents a textural anomaly. This is particularly true when
it is included in river sands which consists of relatively
spherical or bulky particle.

The purpose of the present study is to investigate stress
path dependency of stress-strain behaviour of micaceous sands and
to establish relationships of mica content with angle of internal
friction, initial tangent modulus, and volume change behaviour.

3.2 OBJECTIVES OF RESEARCH

It appears from literature review that the stress-strain
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behaviour of a ~and depends on the composite effect of several
interacting and interrelated factors. These studies were conducted
on sands primarily consisting of quartz. Quartz ~as higher value of
angle of shearing resistance than that of mica. Moisture variation
has no influence on the frictional characteristics of quartz; on
the other hand, frictional charateristics of mica is sensitive to
moisture variation. Moreover, increasing percentages of mica i.e.
plate shaped particles, increases the porosity of the sand masses
poured under similar condition. Compressibility of sand increases
with addition of mica. Some triaxial test were performed on
micaceous sands at a given relative density.

Available test results (BRTC, 1990 -91) of mica content from
different location of greater Sylhat district shows that the
maximum mica content of the sands from this region is about 5%.
Similar results also mentioned in soil survey report by UNDP-FAO
(1971). The natural sand used in this investigation was collected
from this region. The mica content of the natural sand is 2.5%. Two
more samples are prepared by mixing pure mica. In order to cover
the behaviour of sands of this region, the maximum mica content of
prepared micaceous sand is kept limited to 6% .

A very few studies were made to account for the engineering
properties of micaceous sands. The present study is undertaken to
achieve the following objectives:

(i) To investigate stress-strain behaviour of a micaceous
sand under axially symmetric stress conditions.

(ii) To study stress path dependent behaviour of micaceous
sands.

(iii) To evaluate the effect of mica content on angle of
internal friction, initial tangent modulus and volume
change behaviour of a micaceous -sand.
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3.3 COLLECTION OF SAMPLE

The sand used in this study is a Sylhet sand available in the
Geotechnical Engineering Laboratory, civil Engg. department, BUET.
The muscovite mica used in this test programme was collected from
local market.

3.4 EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAMME

The experimental programme followed is depicted by flow chart, -

as shown in Fig. 3.1. The programme begun with determination of the
-particle size distribution of the collected sample. The sample was
then washed and screened. Mica content of the oven dried sample was
determined. Two more samples were prepared by mixing muscovite mica
particles. Grain size distribution, specific gravity and limiting
densities of these samples were determined. Mica content of the
prepared samples were also checked.

The specimens were all formed at the same bulk density. This
was done by taking a given amount of sand. Water, equal to 3% of
weight of dry sample, was added to produce uniform density of the
specimen.

A number of specimens were tested along different compression
stress paths. Initially, the specimens were subjected to an all-
round pressure and then sheared along different stress paths by
various combination of axial stress and cell pressure change. The
axial stress was controlled by changing the dead load on the hanger
which was placed on triaxial cell piston. The combination of axial
stress and cell pressure change produces the five compression
stress paths (Fig. 3.2) as follows:

SP-A: Hydrostatic compression. This was done by controlling
the hydrostatic stress to which the specimen is
subjected. In this test, the specimens was subjected to
ambient cell pressure all along the test. This stress
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Fig. 3.1 Flow chart
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path includes two loading-unloading-reloading cycles
and finally a loading branch only.

SP-B: Conventional triaxial compression test. The specimen was
failed by increasing the qxial stress monotonically
while the cell pressure was kept constapt.

SP-C: Conventional triaxial test with one unloading-
reloading cycle. The speciwen was consolidated under
an ambient cell pressure which was maintained constant
all along the test. The axial stress was increased till
the axial strain reached a prespecified value, after
which the axial strain was brought to zero. Again the
specimen was sheared to failure with axial stress
increasing monotonically.

SP-D: Major principal stress, a, constant test. The specimen
was sheared to failure by keeping axial stress constant
and decreasing the cell pressure. The reduction in
axial stress due to decrease in cell pressure was
compensated by adding dead load on the hanger.

c,

,
<.

SP-E: Triaxial compression test in which increase in a,equals
to decrease in minor principal stress, a,. Here the
specimen was initially subjected to an equal all-round
pressure. Then the shear stress in the specimen was U
introduced by increasing axial stress and reducing cell
pressure such that the increment in axial stress equals
to reduction in cell pressure. This process continued
till the failure of the specimen occurred.
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Cf(APTER FOUR

LAaORATOR¥ INVESTIGATIQN

4.1 INTRODUCTION

The present research work is baseq on experimental study of
engineering behaviour of ~icaceous sand~. The experiments performed
in this programme include main+y triaxial compression tests along
different stress paths. Moreover specific gravity! particle size
distribution, mica content and limiting densities were determined
to evaluate physical properties of the sample. The details of test
methods, specially those along different stress paths are described
in the subsequent articles.

4.2 COLLECTIO~OF SAMPLE

The sand used in this study is a Sylhet sand available in the
Geotechnical Engineer~ng Laboratory of civil Engineering
department. The grain size distribution of the pand is shown in
Fig. 4.1. The particles of sand were all finer than the NO.4 sieve,
with about 3 % passing through No. 200 sieve.

~.3 P~ELIMINARYINVESTIGATION

Specific
according to
respectively.

gravity and grain size analyses
ASTM D-854-58(1972) and ASTM

were performed
D-422-63 (1972)

4.4 PREPARATIpN OF SAMPLE

Preparation of sample involves a number of steps, e.g.
washing of collected. sample, determination of mica content and
addition of mica. The stepwise procedures are discussed below.
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4.4.1 Washing of sample

In order to obtain a sample of sa~d free from particles finer
than the N0. 200 sieve, this sa~d was all screened and washed on a
No. 200 sieve. Only the portion passing through No. 4 and retained
on No. 200 sieve was used i~ tests for this study.

4.4.2 Determination of mica content of natural sand

Mica content of the sample was determined by using method
specifieq in ASTM C-295(1973). The sieve analysis of sample was
perfor~ed. Tqen three specim~ns of the sample retained on every
sieve was taken by quartering method. The specimen was placed on a
slide and the slide was kept under a microscope. The total number
of particles were counted by observing tqorough microscope. Plate
shape particles i.e. mica were separated and their number was
recorded. Mica content of the sample was calculated as follows:

i) The composition of each sieve fraction was expressed by
summing the total number of particles of that fraction
counted, calculating each constituent as a percentage of
that total number.

it) The weight percent of the sieve fraction in the whole
sample was detemined from the grading of the sample.

iii) The wieghted percentage of mica in each sieve fraction was
taken as the product of the percentage of mica in each
sieve fraction and the percentage of the sieve fraction in
the whole sample.

iv) By adding the weighted percentage of mica in each sieve
fraction, the weighted perecntage of mica in the whole
sample was obtained.

v) Table 4.1 was constructed to show the composition of each
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Table 4.1 Test Results of Mica Content of Sample-S1

~ ~:

A) Calculation of Particles Count
(Composition of Fractions Retained on Sieves Shown Below)

Sieve No. Sieve No-8 Sieve No.16 I Sieve No-30 Steve No.50 Sieve No.lOO Sieve No.200 I
Minerals No. of Percent No. of Percent Nn, of Percent No. of Percent No. of Percent No. of PercentParticles Particles Particles Particles Particles Particles
Micas , 2,0 2 2,0 6 2,0 9 3.0 12 4.0 14 I U

,

Others 98 98,0 98 98.0 294 98,0 291 97,0 288 96.0 286 95.3
Totals 100 100,0 100 100.0 300 100.0 300 100,0 300 100,0 300 100,0 I

!~ -~-

B) Weighted Percentages of Constituents in Sieve Fraction.

II Sieve No, No - 8 No • 16 No • 30 No.50 No • 100 No - 200 I Weighted Composition of
I Sample (%) .

Micas 0.03 0.28 0.78 1.10 0,25 0,07 2.51 .

II

Others 1.47 13.12 38.52 35,70 6.05 l.43 97.29
Total in sieve 1.50 14,40 39,J0

I
36.80 6.30 1. 50 99,80

IFraction
I - .. --,

Percentage of Mica: 2.51



sieve fraction and the weighted composition of the whole
sample.

4.4.3 Mixing of pure mica

The available sample of natural sand was divided into three
equal portions by weight. The natural sand has a mica content of
2.5% (Table 4.1). In order to have samples with higher mica
content, muscovite mica particles were mixeq with the natural sand
according to the distribution of mica particles already presents
in natural sand (shown in Table 4.1). For this an additional amount
of 1.5% and 3.5% (by weight) muscovite mica was mixed with second
and third portion of natural sand respectively. The magnitude of
the mica content in a prepared sample is the weight fraction of the
pure mica added plus the percent mica already present in the sand.
The natural sand is designated as 81 (mica content-2. 5%). The
second and third portion with 4% and 6% mica are designated as 82
and 83 respectively. The mica content of samples 82 and 83 were
checked using method specified in art. 4.4.2. The distribution of
mica in samples 82 and 83 is shown in Tables 4.2 and 4.3. Micro
photographs (10 times magnified) of the samples are given in Figs.
4.2a, 4.2b, and 4.2c. X-ray diffractometer charts of sample 81, 82,
and 83 are given in appendix - A.

4.5 DETERMINATION OF MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM DENSITIES

The enginee~ing properties of granular soils have important
relation with relative density. The maximum and minimum densities
determined in the laboratory depend on the grain size as well as on
the shape of the particles. The limiting densities were determined
for each sample separately as the sample contains different amount
of mica. The maximum and minimum densities of the samples were
determined using the method specified by Bowels (1986).
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Table 4.2 Test Results of Mica Content of Sample-S2

A) Calculation of Particles Count
(Composition of Fractions Retained on Sieves Shown Below)

Mica, I 4 I

II i I
Others 1 96 I

I

I Total, 100,..,.
<D

Sieve lio.

!iinerals

Sieve 1i0-3

lia. of
Particles

Percent

4.0

96.0

100.0

1 -I ------1---, -I
Sieve Ma-16 I Sleve lia-30 1 Sieve No-50 i Sieve lio-IOO I Sieve lio-200 i
- I 'I I I I I I i I'No. of I Percent lio. of Percent I lio. of Percent I !Ia. of I Percent I No. af I Percent II

Particl" I I Particles I I Particles I I Particl" ! Particles ! ~
I _ i I "I I "i I I. II
I b I 5.0 I 10 I 3. J I 12 , I 4.0 I lti I 5.3 I 0.3 I
I I I I II 95 I 95.0 I 290 I 96.1 288 I 96.0 1 234 94.7 I 93.7 I

-I 100 100.0 I 300 I 100.0 L300 I liJO.OLJOO 100.0 300 I 100.0 J

B) Weighted Percentages of Constituents in Sieve Fraction.

!l
I

I
I

, I I , ISieve No, No • 8 No -.16 lio - 30 1 No.50 I lio - 100 No - 200 I Wei1hted Composition of II I

I I
1 Sample (%) ,

, ,I I I , II Micas 0,06 I 0.10 1. 30 l.49 0,35 0,10 4.00I
I I I

,
I Others 1.44 I 13.40 I 3UO I ,15, '71 6,25 1.\0 95.99I I I I I

I
I Total 10 SIeve , 1. 50 I 14.10 I 38.90 I :11.20 I 6.60 -I 1. 60 I 99.99
II Fraction I -I - ~ I - I r ., , =-=-'

Percentage of Mica: 4.00

•• ..""



Table 4.3 Test Results of Mica Content of Sample-S3

A) Calculation of Particles Count
(Composition of Fractions Retained on Sieves Shown Below)

'"o

r:1:V:;0, I Si,v, Wo-8 --I

II Minerals 1 No. of I Percent
II Particles

5 I 5.0

95 I 95.0 I

rotal, 100 100.0
!

, Siev, 110-16

No, of I Percent
Particles

-
7 LO
93 93.0

100 100.0

I I I IISieve No-30 I Sieve No-50 I Sieve 110-200 I

No. of I' Percent I No, of I Percent Percent 110. of Percent II'

Particles _ Particles Particles I
16 i 5.3 I 19 6.3 117.0 23 ' 1.6 I

,~ I
I 284 i 94.1 I 281 93.1 I 279 I 93.0 271 92.3 I
I 300 I 100,0 I 300 I 100.0 I 300 , 100.0 ! 300 ! 100.0 ,I

0.46

110- 100 I No - 200 I'Welghted Co,position of II
I I ' Saapl, (%) ~

I 0.10 I 6.01 i

•

B) Weighted Percentages of Constituents in Sieve Fraction.

:1 Sieve No, No-8 !lo-IS f 110.30 I No-50 I
I I I
I Micas 0,08 LOO 2,00 2,31 i
I I
I Others 1.52 13,20' 36.10 35.03 I 6.05

I I [ I'I Total in sieve I 1.60 I H.20 33.70 37.40 I 6.30I Fraction - I 1- -- I I I . ---

Percentage of Mica: 6.00

~,'

uo
1.40

93.79

99.80



Fig. 4.2a: Microphotograph of sample-51
(10 times magnified)

. Fig. 4. 2b: Microphotograph of sample-52
(10 times magnified)
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Fig. 4.2c: Microphotograph of sample-53
(10 times magnified)
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4.5.1 Determination of maximum density

The density was determined using a 6 inchdia~eter and 4 inch
.high mold. First the weight Of empty ~old with base plate was taken
and recorded. Then the oven dried sand was poured into it in five
layerp. At the end of pouring of each layer, the sand was confined
on top with a round steel block of 10 lb. anq the mold was tamped
twenty five times with a wooden mallet. After pouring and tamping
of fifth layer, the collar was removed. The weight of mold, base
plate anq sand was taken. From these two weights and the volume of
the mold, the density was cqlculated. The procedures stated above
were repeated for a number of times and the density was recorded in
each case. The maximum of these densities is termed as the maximum
density of the sample.

4.5.2 Determination of minimu~ density

density was determined
but without collar. The

The
art.4.5.1

using the same mold as stated in
oven dried sand was poured in the~

mold from a funnel distributing the sand in a circular motion over
othe cross section. The bottom of the stem of funnel was kept as

close as possible to the sand surface. Care was taken so that the
mold was never subjected to vibration. When the mold was slightly
over filled with sand, the top was carefully trimmed with a
straight edge. Then the weight of the mold, base plate and sand was
determined. The density of sand was calculated from these weights
and volume of the mold. A number of trials were made and the
densities of these trails were recorded. The minimum density is the
lowest of the minimum densities measured.

4.6 TR~AX~ALAPPARATUS ASSE~~L~NG~p SPECI¥EN PLACI~G

Both strain controlled and stress controlled drained triaxial
tests were performed on 1.5 in. diameter anq 3 in. high specimens
with volume change ~easure~ent.
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A split barrel mold was used for specimen preparation. The
mold was used around a membrane and the top and bottom portion of
the membrane was folded dowry over the mold. suction was applied to
stretch the membrane over the full height ot the mold. A porous
stope covered by a filter paper was placed on the bottom platen in
the triaxial cell. The mold was then placed over the platen. Moist
sand with 3% water was poured into the mold so as to form a
specimen height of 3 tnch. After placing a filter paper and the top
porous stone the membrane was rolled on to the top and bottom
platens and sealed with rubber bands as shown in Fig. 4.3. Next
suctiory on membrane was withdrawn. Immediately suction was applied
to the specimen thro~gh the top ~rydbottom drainage valves. Valves
A, Band D were kept open for this purpose while valves C and F
were closed. The mold was then removed and the perspex cylinder
was placed on the cell base, filled with water, made air tight and
the all-round pressure was applied through valve E.

Immediately after applying the all-round pressure specimen
suction was withdrawn (valve D closed) and valv'e F and G were
opened. As a result water with a head of 3 ft entered the specimen
through bottom drainage (valve G open). This back flow was
maintained for at least 6 hours to saturate the specimen. A cell
pressure of 30 kPa was maintained during the saturation period.

To monito~ the volume change during the application of the
deviator stress valves F and G were closed and valve C opened.

4.7 COMPRESSION TESTS

Compression of a specimen in a triaxial cell can be achieved
in a number of ways. Tnese are as follows:

4.7.1 Hydrostatic compression (SP-A)

In this test the specimen was subjected to an equal all-round
pressure. The cell pressure was increased from 30 kPa to 55 kPa.
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When the lTIovement of the water surface in the burette becomes
negligible, the change in the level of water surface was recorded.
Again the cell pressure was increased from 55 kPa to 75 kPa, 75 kPa
to 95 kPa, and 95 kPa to 155 kPa. After each increment, the changes
in level of water surface in the burette were recorded. Then the
cell pressure was reduced from 155 kPa to 95 kPa, 95 kPa to 75 kPa,
75 kPa to 55 kPa, and 55 kPa to 30 kPa. After each reduction in
cell pressure, the change in the level of water surface in the
burette was also recorded. Thus, the first cycle was completed. The
second cycle begun with the reloading of the specimen from 30 kPa.
It was loaded upto 275 kPa in six increment i.e. 30 kPa - 55 kPa,
55 kPa - 75 kPa, 75 kPa - 95 kPa, 95 kPa - 155 kPa, 155 kPa - 215
kPa and 215 kPa - 275 kPa and the corresponding volume changes were
recorded. During unloading, the cell pressure was reduced from 275
kPa to 30 kPa in six decrements which were same as pressure
increments with simultaneous recording of volume change. After
completion of two cycle of loading-unloading-reloading, the
specimen was again loaded to 455 kPa accompanied by volume change
measurements. It was carried out with three additional increments
i.e. 275 kPa - 335 kPa, 335 kPa - 400 kPa, and 400 kPa - 455 kPa.

4.7.2 Conventional triaxial compression test (CTC)

Two categories of CTC tests were conducted. One series
involves monotonic loading and other series includes one unloading
-reloading cycle.

4.7.2.1 CTC test with monotonic loading (SP-B)

The cell pressure was adjusted to the desired value i.e. 55
kPa, 75 kPa, 100 kPa or 210 kPa. The motor was switched on and the
readings of the load and strain dial gauge were recorded at
suitable intervals. The corresponding volume changes were also
recorded. The compression test was continued untill failure of the
specimen had occurred, i.e. when the maximum value of the
compressive stress had been passed or an axial strain of 20 % was
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reached.

4.7.2.2 CTC tests witp one unloading-reloading cycle (SP-C)

The cell pressure was adjusted to the desired value i.e. 55
kPa, 75 kPa, or 100 kPa. In the case of compression tests with one
unloading-reloading cycle, the readings of the load dial gauge was
recorded at regular intervals till 2% axial strain. The
corresponding volume changes were also recorded. Then the motor was
switched off. The specimen was unloaded by switching on the motor
in the reverse direction. After the straip dial gauge reading
reached zero value, the motor was switched on again in the original
direction. The remaining of the test was the same as art. 4.7.2.1.

4.7.3 Triaxial compression test with a, constapt and a3 decreasing
(SP-D)

In this test, the major principal stress was kept constant
and the deviator stress was introduced by decreasing cell pressure.
In order to keep the axial stress constant, the dead load was
applied py means of a hanger (Fig. 4.4). The dead load necessary to
compensate for a change in cell pressure was calculated using the
following equation:

a, (Wh+W,+W,-a,*a3)/a,+a3 ••••••• (4.1)

where Wh weight of the hal1ger
W, = weight of the ram
WI = dead load on the hanger
a, = area of the ram
a, area of the sample at any time during test

With a, kept constant and equal to the cell pressure (a3)o

immediately prior to the shear stage, the dead load on the hanger
may be expressed as
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In this study, the cell pressure was selected so that the dead
load on the hanger prior to shear stage was ze+o. The weight of the
ram was neglected. The value of a, may be calculated at any stage
from the sample dimension immediately prior to the shear stage, the
axial strain and the volume change readings. The +elationship is as
follows :

a, = ao ( 1 + AV / V0 ) / ( 1 - € I ) ••..• (4.3)

A suitable hanger (Fig. 4.4), weighing 8.5 lb made of mild
pteel was constructed. After completion of all adjustments, the
cell pressure was raised to 210 kPa. The cell pressure was so
chosen such that the net dead load on the hanger equals to zero.

Then the hanger was placed on the piston. As the self weight
of the hanger was sufficient to counterbalance the upward force due
to cell pressure, the ram made co~tact with the loading cap, and
the strain dial was set at zero. The stem of the strain dial gauge
made contact at the center of the horizontal bar of the hanger. f\

In carrying out the tests, the cell pressure was reduced in
a series of decrements. The qecre~ents applied at the initial stage
of the test were large but as failure was approached the decrements
of the cell pressure were smaller so that a reliable determination
of the failu+e strength could be made.

The cotrol cyli!1der was adjusted to give the first load
increment. When this adjustment was made to the cell pressure, the
cell line vqlve on the base of the cell was closed. As soon as it
was opened the appropriate additional dead load, calculated from
equation 4.2, was added gently to the hanger. Readings of the axial
strain and volume change were taken until the rate of deformation
and volume change became practically zero.
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The area was again calculated using equation 4.3 and the new
dead load for the next change in cell pressure was determined. The
procedure of shutting off the cell pressure, adjusting the control
cylinder and adding new weights as the cell was reconnected to the
control cylinder was repeated. The test continued until failure
occurred after which the specimen was dismantled.

4.7.4 Triaxial compression test such that increase in aj equals
to decrease in a3 (SP-E )

In this test both major and minor pricipal stress were
changed. The major principal stress was increased and the minor
principal stress was decreased. But the increment in major
prtrcipal stress was equal to the decrement in minor principal
stress. The procedure of test was similar to that described in
art.4.7.3 except the additional dead load was twice the amount
calculated by using equation 4.2.
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CHAPTER FIVE

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

5.1 INTRODUCTION

Resul ts of the laboratory investigation performed on the
three samples of micaceous sands are presented in this chapter.
This chapter also includes discussion on the results and comparison
of the same with findings of other researchers. Both tabular and
graphical forms have been used to present the results. However,
variation in factors of interest, non-aviability of appropriate
literature, difference in testing ~ethods and testing conditions
narrowed the scope of comparison with other researchers.

5.2 RESULTS OF PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATIONS

Natural sand used in this investigation is designated as 51.
Two other samples are prepared by mixing 1.5% and 3.5% (by weight)
mica respectively with natural sand. These are designated as 52 and
53. The specific gravity of 51, 52 and 53 are 2.66, 2.67 and 2.67
respectively. The increase in specific gravity may be due to higher
specific gravity of muscovite mica particles.

The grain size distribution curves of the samples are shown in
Fig. 5 .1. The specific gravity, grain sizes dJQ, d30 and d6o,
uniformity coefficient and coefficient of curvature are presented
in Table 5.1. The grain size distribution curves are similar. The
grain characteristics are also same. This happens because the
additional mica was mixed with natural sand according to the
percentage of mica (by weight) already present in it in each sieve
fraction.
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~ao Table 5.1 Physical properties of micaceous sands studied

Sample Designation Sample-S1 Samp+e-S2 Sample-S3
Mica content (%) 2.50 4.00 6.00

.

Specific gravity 2.66 2.67 2.67
DIO (mm) 0.31 0.31 0.31
D3D (mm) 0.45 0.45 0.45
D6D (mm) 0.91 0.91 0.91

.Uniformity coefficient 2.93 2.93 2.93
Coefficient of curvature 0.72 0.72 0.72
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5.3 MAXIl1UM AND MINIMUM DENSITIES/VOID RATIOS OF MICACEOUS SANDS

The maximum and minimum densities and the corresponding
minimum and maximum void ratios of the samples, void ratio and
relative density of the specimen tested are shown in Table 5.2.
These densities/ void ratios are also plotted against mica content
in Figs. 5.2 and 5.3. It is seen that the natural sand (S1) has the
largest maximum and largest minimum densities. These densities
decreases with increasing mica content. As regards void ratios,
natural sand (S1) has the lowest minimum void ratio and the lowest
maximum void ratio. From Fig.5.3 it is confirmed that the limiting
void ratios increases with increasing mica content of the sands
i.e. the more the mica content the more void in the sand if the
sand is poured under similar condition. A small amount of mica
results in relatively large increase in void ratio. This trend of
the results is in agreement with Gilboy (1928) who reported that
the porosity of a mass of sand poured under similar condition
increases with increasing mica.content. The results revealed that
the mica content has significant influence on the void ratio of a
sand mass. This implies that sand masses containing higher mica
content have larger amount of voids although the relative density
of these masses are same. As a consequence sand masses at same
relative density with higher mica contents may show higher
deformation for the same applied load.

5.4 BE~VIOUR OF MICACEOUS SANDS UNDER HYDROSTATIC COMPRESSION

In many triaxial compression tests, tp.e soil specimen is
first consolidated to equilibrium under an all-round confining
pressure and then sheared by increasing deviator stress. The
bep.aviourof the soil during the shear stage of test is dependent
on the density of the specimen at the end of the consolidation
under the all-round pressure, that is, at the beginning of the
shearing stage. Thus it is important to know the changes in density
which may be induced as a result of the application of any all-
round consolidation pressure.
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Table 5.2 Densities and Void ratios of the Sands

Sample Designation Sample -Sl Sample -S2 Sample -S3
. content (%) 2.50Mlca 4.00 6.00

Maximum Density (pcf) 105.10 98.00 94.10
Minimum Density (pcf) 86.30 82.20 79.00
Maximum Void Ratio 0.92 1.03 1.11
Minimum Void Ratio 0.58 0.70 0.77
Void Ratio of the 0.82 0.82 0.82
Specimens tested

Relative Density of the 29.0 63.0 85.0
Specimen tested (%)

.

Density State Loose Medium Dense
Dense
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The results of hydrostatic compression tests on Sa~ple-S1,
Sample-S2 and Sample-S3 are shown in Fig. 5.4. In this figure, the
hydrostatic pressure is plotted against volumetric strain. An
initial confining pressure or seating load of 30 kPa was applied to
form the specimens and the volume change readings were observed for
all pressures beyond this initial value. Fig. 5.4 illustrate that
the volumetric strain varies nonlinearly as the hydrostatic
pressure and the relationship is of the stiffening type. For
maximum pressure applied in these tests i.e. 455 kPa, there is no
crushing of grain. This is confirmed by comparing grain size
distribution of samples before and after a test. The behaviour of
Calais sand studied by EI-Sohby and Andrawes (1972) is shown in
Fig. 5.5a. The primary loading part of first cycle of curves shown
in Fig.5.4 are similar to that reported by EI-Sohby and Andrawes
(1972). The results of hydrostatic compression tests performed on
loose ottawa sand by Ko and Scott (1967) is shown in Fig. 5.5b. The
loading-unloading curve of sample-S1 obtained in this investigation
is similar with the findings of Ko and Scott (1967). This is
illustrated in Fig. 5.5b. Volumetric strains at various stages of
hydrostatic compression of specimens are shown in Table 5.3. Table
5.3 demonstrates that, for all specimens, volumetric strains are
not totally recovered after unloading. Both elastic and plastic
deformation increase with increasing mica content. This may be due
to the higher compressibility and elastic property of the mica
particles. Volumetric strain depends on the loading history. For
example, in case of sample-S1 at a hydrostatic pressure of 275 kPa,
the volumetric strain during loading is 2.25% and volumetric strain
during reloading is 2.60%. Such bepaviourmay be due to plastic
deformation of the particle.

5.5 RESULTS OF TRIAXIAL COM~RESSION TESTS ALONG DIFFERENT STRESS
PATHS

Drained triaxial
different compression
strain controlled test

compression
stress paths.
are performed.
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Table 5.3 Volumetric Strain in Hydrostatic Compression

Sample Volumetric Strain (%)
Designation 1st Cycle 2nd Cycle Defonration

at 455 kPaAfter After Elastic After After Elastic
Loading Unloading Defonration Loading Unloading Defonration.

Sl 0.87 0.27 0.60 2.25 1.15 1.10 3.60
S2 1.05 0.41 0.64 2.50 1.25 1.25 4.00
S3 1.30 0.48 0.82 2.80 1.50 1.30 4.30
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and volumetric strain are calculated from laboratory test data and
these are plotted in the form of stress-strain-volumetric strain
graphs. The deviator stress at different axial strains has been
obtained for all specimens on the basis of the corrected cross
sectional area of the specimens. The corrected area is calculated
using the following formula:

A = --------------

,where,
Ao= X-sectional area of the specimen prior to

the application of the deviator stress.
Vo = Volume of the specimen prior to the

application of the deviator stress.
t, Axial strain at which the area is

calculated.
Av = Change in volume at the corresponding

axial strains.

5.5.1 Results of conventional triaxial tests (SP-B)

The stress-strain-volume change diagrams obtained from
triaxial tests along SP-B (03 = constant) are shown in Figs. 5.6,
5.7 and 5.8 for Sample-S1, Sample-S2 and Sample-S3 respectively.
During tests along this stress path, the mean effective principal
stress increases. Deviator stress corresponding tq a particular
axial strain, lncreaseswith confining pressure. The axial strain-
,to-failure also increases with tncreasing conftntng pressure. At
lowest confining pressure, applied in this study, the volumetric
expansion occurred from the beginning of the test. But with
increasing confining pressure the specimen undergoes volumetric
compression at the early stage of the tests after which it begins
to expand.
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The relative density of the specimens prepared from Sample-Sl,
Sample-S2 and Sample-S3 are 29%, 63% and 85% respectively. But
these specimens give similar shape of stress-strain curves with no
peak. This may be due to same initial void ratio of the specimens
and higher compressibility of mica particles.

5.5.2 Results of conventional triaxial tests with one
unloading-reloading cycle (SP-C)

The results of the tests alopg SP-C are presented in Figs.
5.9, 5.10 and 5.11 for Sample-Sl, Sample-S2 and Sample-S3. These
are also conventional triaxial compression tests. But these tests
include one unloadipg-reloading cycle at 2% axial strain. These
curves show that during unloading the specimen experience small
amount of axial strain recovery. The strains produced by unloading
and reloading up to the previous experienced stress level is mainly
elastic. When upon reloading, the magnitude of the deviator stress
increases over the previous maximum stress, the stress-strain
curves continues in the direction of the primary +oading branch
almost unaffected by the previous loading cycle. It can be seen
that, at 2% axial strain, there is significapt difference in the
magnitude of deviator stress during primary loading and reloading
stages. This form of results suggest that at stresses lower than
previous maximum value the strength is effected by loading history.

5.5.3 Results of a, constant tests (SP-D)

Fig.5.12 represent the results obtained from tests along SP
- D. In this test the axial stress was kept constant while radial
stress reduced. The test is a stress controlled test. In this test
the effective mean principal stress decreases. The specimen
experienced deviator stress when the difference between axial and
radial stress results from the reduction of radial stress. The test
is performed for only one confining pressure. For confining
pressure lower than 210 kPa was not possible because of restriction
imposed by self weight of the loading frame. The
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stress-strain-volumetric strain curves have similar shape. The
specimens undergo volumetric expansion from the beginning of the
test. The axial strain and volumetric strain at failure increases
with increasing mica content.

5.5.4 Results of tests along SP-E (Lla, =-Lla
3
)

Fig. 5.13 shows the stress-strain-volume change curves
obtained from triaxial compression test along SP-E. Shape of these
curves are similar. This test is carried out by controlling stress.
In these tests the axial stress is increaseq and the radial stress
is decreased by an amount equal to the increment of axial stress.
As a result, the effective mean principal stress reduces with
progress of test. The volumetric strain is always expansive. At
lower stress difference, the specimens undergo smaller amount of
axial strain and volume change. But near failure, relatively
smaller increase of deviator stress results in larger strain.

~.6 EFFECTS OF MICA CONTENT

Horn and Deere (1962) investigate frictional resistance at
contacts between the same mineral. They observed that quartz offer
higher frictional resistance than that of mica. At contact between
quartz and mica, the frictional resistance may be lower than that
of quartzs and higher than that of micas. In a sand mass, there are
hunqreds of contacts. Most of them are quartz to quartz, some of
them are quartz to mica and a few of them are mica to mica. Hence
a sand mass composing of quartz and mica should offer less
frictional resistance than the mass composing of quartz only. This
is reflected in Fig. 5.14 which shows the variation of angle of
internal friction with mica content for tests along SP-B. For all
confining pressure, the angle of internal friction decreases with
increasing mica content. Audibert, et. al. (1976) reported that the
mica content of the sand witp same relative density has no
influence on the friction angle and variation of friction angle
with confining pressure appears to be the same regardless of mica
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content. The disagreement of the findings of this study with that
reported by Audibert et. al. (1976) may be due to differences in
particle size distribution of mica mixed with the sand and the bulk
density of the specimen tested in these investigations.

The relationship between initial tangent modulus and mica
content is illustrated in Fig.5.15. There is a decrease in initial
tangent modulus with increase in mica content. For higher confining
pressure, the variation in tangent modulus with mica content
becomes larger. Audibert, et.al. (1976) observed that increasing
mica content significantly decrease the initial tangent modulus.

Fig.5.16 illustrates the relationship between axial strain at
failure and mica content. The axial strain at failure is found to
be equal for all mica contents.

Influence of mica content on volumetric strain is shown in
Fig.5.17 where it can be seen that the mica content has
insignificant influence on volumetric strain.

Mica content has significant influence on angle of internal
friction and initial tangent modulus. On the other hand, mica
content has no effect on the. axial and volumetric strain at
failure. The strength of a granular mass is represented as sum of
the three components: strength mobilized by frictional resistance
at contacts, strength developed by energy required to rearrange and
re-orient soil particles, and strength developed by energy required
to cause expansion or dilation (Rowe, 1962). For a particular
confining pressure, practically equal axial strain and volumetric
strain at failure indicate that the specimens have same void ratio
at failure irrespective of their mica content. This implies that,
for sands with same initial void ratio and similar particle size
distribution, the re-orientation and rearrangement, and dilation
components of strength are equal. This suggests that the remaining
component i.e. the frictional resistance at contacts, which
depends on the type of mineral, results in variation in angle of
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internal friction with mica content.

5.7 EFFECTS OF STRESS PATH

Results of tests on specimens at an initial confining
pressure of 210 kPa along different stress paths are used to
examine the stress path dependency of the behaviour of micaceous
sand. Test along SP-B (a, = constant) was performed by cont~olling
strain while tests along SP-D (al = constant) and SP-E (Lla, =-Lla, )

were performed by controlling stress. Deviator stress in the
specimen is introduced by various combination of axial and radial
stress.

Table 5.4 illustrates the effect of stress path on the angle
of shearing resistance. The table shows that the SP-D (a,=constant)
has the largest angle of shearing resistance while SP-B (a,

=constant) has lowest angle of shearing resistance regardless of
mica content. The angle of shearing resistance obtained from tests
along SP-E (Lla, = -Lla, ) is close to that of SP-D (a

l
= constant) and

far away from that of SP-B (a, = constant). Hence, it is seen that
the stress path has influence on the angle of shea~ing resistance.

The effect of stress path on initial tangent modulus is
represented in Table 5.5. The values presented in the table
revealed that stress path SP-B has largest value of tangent modulus
and stress path SP-D has lowest value.

Table 5.6 shows the relationship between the stress path and. . .
axial strain at failure. stress path SP-B shows the largest axial
strain at failure and stress path SP-D indicate lowest value.
stress path SP-E shows values which are very close to the value
obtained from stress path SP-D; Varadarajan and Mishra (1980) also
reported similar results.

The volumetric strain obtained from tests performed at a
confining pressure are listed in Table 5.7. For stress paths SP-B,
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Table 5.4: Variation of Angle of Internal Friction with Stress Path for
Different Micaceous Sands (eo = 0.82, .oj) = 210 kPa)

Sample Mica Content Angle of Internal FrictionDesignation (% )
SP - B SP - D SP - E

(°3= constant) (°1 =constant) (6'1 =-6°3)
Sl 2.50 33.2 38.0 36.5
S2 4.00 32.4 38.0 36.5
S3 6.00 32.0 38.0 36.5

Table 5.5: Variation of Initial Tangent Modulus with Stress Path for
Different Micaceous Sands (eo = 0.82, oj) = 210 kPa)

Sample Mica Content Initial Tangent Modulus (kPa)Desig~ation (% )
ISP - B SP - D SP - E

<"3= constant) (°1 =constant) (401=-AO,)

Sl 2.50 75,000 34,000 42,000.

S2 4.00 66,000 28,000 39,000
S3 6.00 59,000 24,000 37,000
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Table 5.6: Variation of Axial Strain at Failure with Stress Path for
Different Micaceous Sands (eo = 0.82, 0u = 210 kPa)

Sample Mica Content Axial strain at Failure (%)Designation (%)
SP - B SP - D SP - E

(03= constant) (ol=constant) (40 =-Ao )1 3
Sl 2.50 8.00 1.65 2.00
S2 4.00 8.00 . 1.98 2.25
S3 6.00 8.00 2.15 2.60

Table 5.7: Variation of Volumetric strain at Failure with Stress Path for
Different Micaceous Sands (eo = 0.82, 0u = 210 kPa)

Sample Mica Content Volumetric Strain at Failure (% )Designation (% )
SP - B SP - D SP - E

(0 = constant) (ol=constant) (to 01=-A03 )3
Sl 2.50 -1. 75 1.30 0.80
S2 4.00 -1. 75 1.41 0.91
S3 6.00 -1.75 1.47 1.01
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the volumetric strains are entirely compressive w~ile for other two
stress path the dilation of the specimen begins from the
commencement of test and continue till failure occur. Similar
behaviour also noted by Krishnamurthy, et. al (1981). Stress path
SP-E gives smaller volumetric strain than stress path SP-D.

Results of direct shear test (DAS, 1985) performed on ottawa
sand shows that, for loose sapd, the angle of interpal friction
decreases from about 30° to less than 27° when the normal stress is
increased from 47.9 kPa to 766.4 kPa and for dense sand, from about
36° to about 30.5°. The results illustrate that higher normal
pressure give smaller value of angle of shearing resistance.

Although the initial confining pressure for all stress paths
are same, but at failure confining pressure differ from each other
depending on the stress paths followed. For SP-B, the radial
pressure at failure is 210 kPa while the deviator stress is about
500 kPa. In case of SP-D, the radial and axial pressu+e are 50 kPa
and 160 kPa respectively at failure and for SP-E these are 85 kPa
and 250 kPa. Figs. 5.6, 5.7 and 5.8 illustrate that an increasing
confining pressure has three effects: it reduces brittle
characteristics of the stress-strain curve, it increases the axial
strain-to-failure and it decreases tendency to dilate. Similar
pattern of behaviour is also observed from the results presented in
Table 5.4, 5.5, 5.6 and 5.7. Hence it may be concluded that stress
path dependency. is due to variation in confining pressure at
failure. This shows that the conventional triaxial compression
tests may be used to determine paramete+ for other stress paths if
the confining pressure at failure is previously known.

5.8 INFLUENCE OF STRESS HISTORY

In this study, stress history is referred to as the history
of loading and unloading before the failure of a soil mass along a
particular stress path. Influence of stress history is examined by
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performing two type of test alopg a particular stress path. Type 1
involves only monotonic loading and Type 2 includes a unloading-
reloading cycle. Results of these two type of test are compared to
ascertaip the effect of stress history.

Angle of internal friction optained from tests along SP-B and
sp-c are presented in Table 5.8. Table 5.8 demonstrates that there
is little difference in values optained from both stress paths. In
general the values from tests along SP-C are lower than those
obtained from SP-B. This implies that stress history has influence
on the angle of internal friction. The effect of stress history
gradually reduces with increasing confining pressure and increasing
mica content. This may be due to the fact that contribution of
dilation component of strength becomes predominant with increasing
confining pressure and also due to ~igher compressibility of mica
particles.

Table 5.9 presents the value of axial strain at failure for
various samples tested under different stress history. The table
revealed that stress history has no significant effect on axial
strain at failure. Volumetric strains listed in Table 5.10 also
shows that the stress history has no noticeable influence on it.
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Table - 5.~ Effect of Stress History on Angle of Internal Friction for
Different Micaceous Sands (eo = 0.82)

Sample Mica Confining Angle of Internal Friction
Designation Content Pressure

SP - C
-

(% ) (kPa) SP - B
("3= constant) (°3= **)

55 38.6 37.9

Sl 2.5 75 38.6 37.5

100 35.9 35.5

55 37.0 35.8

S2 4.0 75 35.7 35.3

100 35.0 35.3

55 35.5 35.2

S3 6.0 75 35.0 33.9

100 34.0 33.4

Constant Test with one Unloading-Reloading Cycle
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Table - 5.9 Effect of stress History on Axial Strain at Failure for
Different Micaceous Sands (eo = 0.82)

Sample Mica Confining Axial strain at Failure (% )Designation Content Pressure
(% ) (kPa) SP - B SP - C

("3= constant) ("3= **)
55 5.33 5.33

Sl 2.5 75 6.00 6.00

100 6.67 6.67

55 5.33 4.67

S2 4.0 75 6.00 4.67

100 6.67 6.00

. 55 4.67 4.67

S3 6.0 75 6.00
,

6.00

100 6.67 6.67

Constant Test with one Unloading-Reloading Cycle
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Table - 5.10 Effect of Stress History on Volumetric Strain at Failure for
Different Micaceous Sands (eo = 0.82, a~ = 210 kPa) ,

Sample Mic'a Confining Volumetric Strain at Failure (% )Designation Content Pressure
(% ) (kPa) SP - B SP - C

(0,= constant) . (°3= **)
55 1.10 0.97

Sl 2.5 75 1.00 0.86
100 0.79 0.80
55 1.04 0.94

S2 4.0 75 0.88 . 0.77
100 0.78 0.70
55 1.00 . 0.93

S3 . 6.0 75 0.90 0.88

100 0.81 0.81

Constant Test with one Unloading-Reloading Cy~le
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CIJAPTERSIX

CONCLUSION AND Rf!:COMMENDATION

6.1 CONCLUSION

The present study was undertaken to investigate the influence
of stress path on the stress-strain relationship of micaceous
sands. The aim of the study was also to investigate the effect of
mineral composition on the stress-strain relationship. The above
stated objectives are obtained by performing experiments on
different specimens varying their mica content and test conditions.

The results of this study presented in chapter five lead to
the following conclusions:

i) The value of maximum and minimum densities decrease with
increasing mica content. As a result, for the same relative
density, void ratio increases with increasing mica content.

ii) Deformation in hydrostatic compression depends on mica
content of the samples. The volumetric compression increases
with increasing mica content. Loading history also influepce
the behaviour of sand under hydrostatic compression.

iii) Mica content influence the angle of internal friction,
initial tangent modulus. Angle of internal friction decreases
with increasing mica content. The initial tangent modulus also
decreases with increasing mica contept.

iv) Mica content has no influence on both axial and volumetic
strain.

v) Shear strength parameters and volume change behaviour are
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vi)

vii)

stress path dependent. a, constant test gives highest
value of angle of internal friction. Initial tangent modules
is highest when the specimen is tested along stress path in
which a3 is constant.

stress history has little effect on the angle of internal. . . .

friction. This effect diminishes gradually with increasing
confining pressure and mica content.

Confining pressure has significant influence on the volume
change behaviour of sands. with increasing confining
pressure, the sands show more compressive volumetric strain.

6.2 RECO~ENDATION FOR FUTURE STUDY

The present study was carried out on sand specimens having
same bulk density regardless of their mica content. The specimens
were tested at low. confining pressure which is well below the
stress required for initiating significant amount of grain
crushing. So the author recommends to carry out the following
study in future programs.

i) To perform test on the specimens having same relative
density and varying amount of mica content.

ii) To study the effect of micq cOntent on various density states
e.g. loose, dense sand etc.

iii) The present study includes test along compression stress
paths only. Test may be performed along extension stress
paths to ascertain the effect of the later on stress-
deformation properties.

iv) To perform test at pressure which may initiate appreciable
amount of grain crushing to know the behaviour of micaceous
sand at high Pressure.
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v) Sand used in the author's work was Sylhet sand and mica was
collected from local market_ Micaceous s~nds may be
collected from field. Qu~rtz and mica of these sands may be
separated. Tests may be performed on samples prepared py
mixing desired amounts of thes~ quartz and mica.

I I
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Fig. A.1: X-Ray diffraction chart for sample-51
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